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ancing water collection efficiency
of cactus- and beetle-like biomimetic structure
using UV-induced controllable diffusion method
and 3D printing technology†

Linhui Peng, ‡ Keqiu Chen,‡ Deyi Chen,‡ Jingzhi Chen, Jie Tang, Shijie Xiang,
Weijiang Chen, Pengyi Liu,* Feipeng Zheng* and Jifu Shi*

Collecting water from fog flow has emerged as a promising strategy for the relief of water shortage

problems. Herein, using a UV-induced (ultraviolet light induced) controllable diffusion method combined

with technology of three-dimensional (3D) printing, we fabricate biomimetic materials incorporating

beetle-like hydrophobic–hydrophilic character and cactus-like cone arrays with various structure

parameters, and then systematically study their fog-harvesting performance. The UV-induced

controllable diffusion method can break away from the photomask to regulate the hybrid wettability.

Moreover, employing 3D printing technology can flexibly control the structure parameters to improve

the water collection efficiency. It is found that the water collection rate (WCR) can be optimized by

controlling the hybrid wettability of the sample surface and cone distance and using substrates with

printed holes, which lead to a 109% increase of WCR.
1. Introduction

It is known that water shortages are becoming increasingly
serious, as almost two-thirds of the lands on Earth are short of
water.1,2 Fog andmoisture in the atmosphere are very promising
resources, as they account for 10% of the pure water in the
world.3 Therefore, the design of efficient water-collecting
structures is strongly expected. Through natural selection,
some plants and animals such as cacti and beetles have evolved
the ability to efficiently collect water from the fog by taking
advantage of the Laplace pressure gradient4–6 and hydrophobic–
hydrophilic character,7–10 respectively. Hence, it is expected that
building a structure combining beetle-like hydrophobic–
hydrophilic character11–15 and cactus-like cones16,17 can further
promote the water collection efficiency, which will be higher
than either of theirs.18

To achieve the efficient water collection, it is signicant to
combine beetle-like hydrophobic–hydrophilic character and
cactus-like cones. The hybrid hydrophobic–hydrophilic wetta-
bility shows better performance in water collection than the
uniformly wettability such as superhydrophobic and
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superhydrophilic.11–13 Thus, fabricating beetle-like hydro-
phobic–hydrophilic character is a key factor for efficient water
collection. For that numbers of methods such as inkjet printing
method,13,19 selective modication method20,21 and UV-induced
method11,22–24 have been proposed in previous studies, in
which the UV-induced method is one of the most practical
techniques, but most of them inevitably need photomasks. The
photomask makes the fabrication process complex, increases
the cost and limits the manufacture at a large scale. To break
away from the additional photomasks, some related researches
appeared.9,25,26 In our previous work, we presented a maskless
UV-induced method to make the superhydrophobic–super-
hydrophilic character.26 Its principle is that under UV irradia-
tion, the hydrophobic adhesive below TiO2 lm can decompose
into small molecules with low surface tension, and transfer to
the TiO2 surface due to the surface tension. Thus, the regions
coated with small molecules converts to superhydrophobic and
other regions still remain superhydrophilic for long time (Table
S4†). Inspired by this work, we further improved the method to
meet the requirements of water collection in this work. Here, we
creatively introduce the mixing of the hydrophobic and hydro-
philic (HB–HL) adhesives to quantitatively control wettability.
Therefore, in terms of manufacturing beetle-like hydrophobic–
hydrophilic character, this method has good application in
water collection.

Fabricating cactus-like structure is another important factor
for high water collection efficiency. Electrochemical etching
methods,27–29 mold-making methods30 and laser direct
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 14769–14776 | 14769
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the fabrication of cone arrays with
superhydrophobic–superhydrophilic character. Panels (b) and (c)
display the photos of the samples before and after the fabricating
process as shown in panel (a), respectively. Insets: magnifications
around the cones. The scale bar for the inset images is 1 mm.
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methods31,32 are usually applied to build the cactus-like struc-
ture. Meanwhile, as an additive manufacturing technology, 3D
printing technology possesses the advantages of manufacturing
complex structure and individual customization, which has
mademany remarkable achievements in the eld of bionics.33–35

Particularly, compared with traditional methods, it is exible
and convenient to produce water collecting structures with
different morphologies for structure optimization, which gets
rid of the restrictions of mold and other complex production
process. In addition to the morphology of the cones,36,37

considering the water capture and transportation, other struc-
tural parameters such as cone distance and morphology of
substrate also affect water collection efficiency. Thus, we
adopted the 3D printing technology to produce water collection
device with different structural parameters, and explored the
effect of cone distance and the holes on the substrate, which are
signicant to improve the water collection efficiency.

In this paper, a simple UV-induced controllable diffusion
method and 3D printing technology are utilized to create
a series of high-quality biomimetic materials with different
superhydrophobic–superhydrophilic characters and structure
parameters, which are composed of beetle-like character and
cactus-like cone array. By adjusting superhydrophobic–super-
hydrophilic character and structural parameters, the water
collection rate (WCR) can raise 109% to reach 2.68 g h�1 cm�2,
realizing greater optimization.38,39

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials

Commercial hydrophilic adhesive (Beierte, China), organo-
silicon adhesive (99%) (YMJ, Delta, China), titanium dioxide
(nano-TiO2, P25) (T823119, Macklin, China), ethanol, deionized
water, photopolymer (SLAY-2, Liantai, China).

2.2. The fabrication of the samples

First, various densities of cone arrays (with cone distances of 1,
1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 mm) on 2 cm � 2 cm substrates with and without
holes were printed using SLA 3D printer (LT600, Lizhu, China),
respectively (inset of Fig. 1a). The diameter and height of
a single cone in the arrays are 1 mm and 3 mm, respectively.
Then hydrophobic adhesive (silicone adhesive) and hydrophilic
adhesive (commercial acrylic adhesive) were fully mixed with
different mass ratios (1 : 0, 1 : 9, 3 : 7, 1 : 1, 7 : 3, 9 : 1) and then
coated on the substrates, respectively. The TiO2 alcohol
dispersion was sprayed (1 g TiO2 was dispersed in 75 mL
anhydrous alcohol) on the substrates as followed (Fig. S1†).
Finally, the sample was subjected to ultraviolet-light (UV) irra-
diation for 3 hours (two 8 W UV lamps were used, which were
5 cm away from the samples) to obtain the nal samples.

2.3. Experiments on the water-collecting ability of samples

The samples were hung vertically on the iron platform with
clamps. And the droplets were collected in a container below the
sample. The relative humidity and temperature of the envi-
ronment were maintained within 70–80% and 25.0 � 1 �C,
14770 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 14769–14776
respectively. The fog was generated by a commercial ultrasonic
humidier (h-010, BlueLounge, China). The actual fog volume
was 600 mL h�1, and the fog velocity was approximately 10 cm
s�1. The outlet with diameter of 5 cm was 8 cm away from the
sample. The volume of the collected water was recorded every 30
minutes for a two-hour cycle. We strictly adopted the variable-
controlling approach to optimize the parameters of cone
distance, HB–HL adhesive ratio and morphology of the
substrate at the same time to obtain the best water collection
efficiency by involving the synergy effect of them. For examples,
when studying the inuence of different HB–HL adhesive ratios,
we xed the cone distance (2 mm) and the morphology of the
substrate (with/without holes), and only changed the HB–HL
adhesive ratio; when studying the effect of cone distance on
water collection efficiency, we xed the ratio of HB–HL adhesive
(1 : 1) and the substrate morphology (with/without holes), and
only changed the cone distance.
2.4. Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken by the
scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S3700N, Japan). The
contact angle data were obtained on a commercial contact angle
system (JC2000C2, Powereach, China) at ambient temperature
using a 5 mL droplet as the indicator. The material of the
samples was analyzed by Fourier transform infrared
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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spectrometer (FTIR) (Thermo Scientic Nicolet iS20, USA). X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were per-
formed by an AXISNOVA instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientic,
K-ALPHA+, USA) using a monochromatic Al Ka X-ray source
(1486.68 eV). Digital images and videos were captured using
a CCD camera with 10M Micro Lens (Vitken, SHL-500 W-NEW,
China) and high-speed camera (Phantom Mro311, USA).
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Fabricating water collection materials by 3D printing
and UV-induced controllable diffusion method

Fig. 1a shows the fabricating process of cactus-like spines with
beetle-like superhydrophobic–superhydrophilic character.
First, we used 3D printing technique to construct cone arrays
substrates, which can be found in Fig. 1b. Then, the substrates
were coated by the mixture of different mass ratio of HB–HL
adhesives, respectively. Furthermore, the surface of the ob-
tained base was sprayed with TiO2 alcohol dispersion and then
exposed to UV light to obtain nal samples, which were shown
in Fig. 1c.

In the course of creating the above superhydrophobic–
superhydrophilic character, we adopted a simple UV-induced
controllable diffusion method by mixing HB–HL adhesives
Fig. 2 (a) Evolutions of the water contact angles with respect to the
ratio of masses between hydrophobic (mHB) and hydrophilic (mHL)
adhesives on samples after UV irradiation. (b) The atomic proportional
of Si and Ti element in HB–HL-TiO2 sample before and after UV
irradiation and the samples (HL-TiO2, HB–HL-TiO2 and HB-TiO2) after
UV irradiation measured by XPS. The CA measurements were con-
ducted on the flat substrate at room temperature. All of the water
droplet volumes in these images were 5 mL.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
with different mass ratios as mentioned above. Fig. 2 displays
the water contact angles of the nal samples with different mass
ratios of adhesives aer UV irradiation. It is found that the
water contact angles, which are positively correlated to hydro-
phobicity of a surface, go up as the increase of the mass ratio.
We also show that the character can be regulated by UV exposed
time in Fig. S4.† The above result indicates that our method is
feasible and economical, as it can effectively tune super-
hydrophobic–superhydrophilic character of sample without
need of an additional mask as used in previous studies.11,22,40

Then, it is nature to ask how the coated adhesives modify the
hybrid wettability of the sample aer UV irradiation as shown in
Fig. 2a. We rst perform scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
measurement to examine the surface topography of the samples
with different mass ratios before and aer UV irradiation. We
selected and studied the three representative samples with the
mass ratio of 0 : 1, 1 : 1 and 1 : 0, whose SEM images are shown
in Fig. 3. Before UV irradiation, there is no signicant difference
in the samples with different mass ratio of HB–HL adhesives,
(Fig. 3a, c and e) which are composed of the accumulated large
particles formed by TiO2 aggregation basically, (Fig. S1†)
leading to the formation of rough surface contributed by large
number of air pockets. Aer UV irradiation, the change on the
sample without hydrophobic adhesive is negligible (Fig. 3b).
However, for the samples with hydrophobic adhesive, (Fig. 3d
and f) the air pockets are lled by upward colloidal substances
induced by the UV irradiation, leading to the compaction of the
Fig. 3 SEM images of the samples prepared on the flat substrate
before and after UV irradiation with different adhesives ratio. (a and b)
The samples with 0 : 1 mass ratio of HB–HL adhesives before and after
UV irradiation, respectively, (c and d) the samples with 1 : 1 mass ratio
of HB–HL adhesives before and after UV irradiation, respectively (e and
f) the samples with 1 : 0 mass ratio of HB–HL adhesives before and
after UV irradiation, respectively. The magnifications of the regions
enclosed by red rectangle boxes are also shown.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 14769–14776 | 14771



Fig. 4 (a) High-resolution XPS spectra for O 1s of HB adhesive, HL
adhesive, HB–HL adhesives (the mixed ratio is 1 : 1), the sample with
the mixed adhesive before and after UV irradiation, respectively. (b)
Broadband scan XPS spectra of the samples before and after UV
irradiation. (c) FTIR spectra of the five samples in (a).
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surface. By closer inspection, it is found that the larger ratio of
the hydrophobic adhesive of the sample, the more compact of
its surface, where more upward colloidal substances are found
(comparing Fig. 3b, d and f). In the following part, we further
conrm that the upward colloidal substances are owned by
organosilicon adhesive by XPS and FTIR measurements.

Fig. 4a displays high-resolution XPS spectra for O 1s for the
following ve samples: HB adhesive, HL adhesive, HB–HL
adhesives (the mass ratio is 1 : 1), samples with the HB–HL
adhesives before and aer UV irradiation. The dominant
feature of the HB adhesive is a peak centered at 532.1 eV, which
can be assigned to O–Si. Similarly, the peaks of HL adhesive at
533.2, 531.8 eV are associated with O]C, O–C, respectively.41 By
comparing the above two curves with that of the HB–HL adhe-
sives, one can nd that the peaks in the latter curve can be
regarded as the superposition of the peaks belonging to HB and
HL adhesives, with slightly blue-shied peaks of O–Si and O]C
by 0.3 eV and 0.2 eV, respectively, which is the result of the
interaction between HB and HL adhesives aer they are mixed.
The FTIR measurement also supports the above conclusion, as
all the FTIR peaks of HB–HL adhesives can be traced back to the
ones of HB or HL adhesives as discussed below.26,42 As shown in
Fig. 4c, the peaks of HB (black curve) centered at 2962.1, 1256.4,
1051.9–1009.5 and 788.7 cm�1 are related to the stretching
vibrations of C–H, CH3, Si–O and bending vibration of C–H,
respectively.42 The peaks of HL (red curve) centered at 2956.3,
1726.4, 1151.7 and 696.7 cm�1, are assigned to the stretching
vibration of O–H, C]O, C–O and the bending vibration of C–H,
respectively. By comparing the peaks of HB–HL (green curve)
with the ones of HB and HL, one can nd that the peaks of HB–
HL adhesives centered at 2958.7, 1727.4, 1256.8, 1052.9–1011.4,
791.6 and 697.6 cm�1, can be assigned to the compositions of
C–H owned by HB adhesive and O–H owned by HL adhesive,
C]O of HL adhesive, CH3 of HB adhesive, the combination of
C–O owned by HL adhesive and Si–O owned by HB adhesive,
C–H owned by HB adhesive as well as C–H owned by HL
adhesive, respectively. Furthermore, the peaks of HB–HL
adhesives generally exhibit slight blue shi, which is consistent
to the XPS results that the interaction between HB and HL
adhesives lead to the slightly blue-shi. Aer covered by the
mixed adhesives, the substrate was further coated by TiO2

before UV irradiation as mentioned before, whose XPS spec-
trum is dominated by a peak associated with O–Ti (lled by
yellow in Fig. 4a).43 By comparison, the spectrum aer UV
irradiation exhibits an additional peak centered at 532.7 eV,
which is assigned to O–Si belonging to HB adhesive, but with
a blue shi of 0.6 eV due to the weak interaction between the
HB–HL adhesives and titanium dioxide. Moreover, comparing
the broadband scan spectra of the samples before and aer UV
irradiation shown in Fig. 4b and Table S1,† one can nd that the
atomic proportion of Ti decreases, accompanied by the emer-
gence of Si 2p peaks aer UV irradiation. The above observa-
tions demonstrate that only small molecules, belonging to HB
adhesive, spreads upward to the surface and covers the TiO2 due
to UV irradiation. It should bementioned that the upward of the
small molecules are driven by the surface tension as discussion
in previous works.26,44 Our FTIR data also exhibit consistent
14772 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 14769–14776
result. As shown in Fig. 4c, there was no obvious peak in range
of 1000–4000 cm�1 before UV irradiation. In contrast, only the
characteristic peaks of HB centered at 2959.7, 1252.5 and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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1076.5 cm�1 corresponding C–H, CH3 and Si–O emerge aer UV
irradiation (blue curve), conrming the upward small mole-
cules belonging to HB adhesive. The upward small molecules
reduce the surface energy where it locates, transforming the
character into superhydrophobic, which is originally super-
hydrophilic due to high surface energy of TiO2. Therefore, the
hybrid wettability of the surface is modied.

Since Si element only exists in the HB adhesive (Fig. S2†), we
can assess the distribution of superhydrophobic region on the
hybrid wettability surface via Si element distribution (Fig. S3†).
Furthermore, by examining the atomic proportional of Si
element in the samples with different HB ratios as shown in
Fig. 2b (more details are tabulated in Table S1†), we nd that
the amounts of Si upward aer UV are proportional to the ratio
of HB. This is also responsible for the result in Fig. 2a that the
water contact angles of the samples are positive correlated to
the ratio of HB adhesive on the surface. Therefore, we have
shown that the mixing of HB–HL adhesives is an effective way to
control the wettability without need of a photomask. In the
following part, we will show that the hybrid HB–HL structure
have good performance in water collection.
Fig. 5 (a) WCRs of the samples coated by HB–HL adhesives (mHB-
: mHL) with different mass ratios, as well as a sample without coating.
The cone distances of all the samples are 2 mm. (b) Schematic illus-
tration of Laplace force (DP) of a droplet on the conical surface. (c)
Experimental setup for the collection of water from fog. (d) Side view
of photographs of the samples magnified around specific cones at the
times of 5, 10, 15 and 20 s.
3.2. Fog-harvesting ability

Water collection tests were performed to explore the inuence
of different factors of the sample on water collection efficiency,
including cone distance, mass ratio between HB and HL, and
hole on substrate. During the test, each sample aer UV irra-
diation with a size of 2 cm � 2 cm was suspended vertically as
shown in Fig. 5c. The relative humidity and temperature of the
environment were maintained within 70–80% and 25.0 � 1 �C,
respectively. The whole process of water capture can be
decomposed as follows: (i) each of the cactus-like cones on the
substrate capture droplets from the fog; (ii) driven by Laplace
force of the cone and droplets coalescence, the droplets are
pushed onto the substrate; (iii) aggregating the droplets as they
pass, the merged droplets continually transport down to the
bottom of the substrate due to the forces of gravity, during
which they are also resisted by viscous force applied by the
adjacent cones and substrate; (iv) the accumulated droplet
grows increasingly large until its gravity overcome the friction
force of the substrate, and then drips down to the container.

3.2.1 The inuence of mass ratio of hydrophobic and
hydrophilic adhesives on WCR. We rst investigate the inu-
ence of hybrid wettability on WCR. Fig. 5a displays the WCR of
the samples with same cone distance of 2 mm but different
mass ratios between HB–HL adhesives (mHB : mHL). We rst
focus on the data without hole on the substrate (the data with
hole will be discussed later). The WCR is 1.93 g h�1 cm�2 when
the ratio is 1 : 0. Then it rst increases as the ratio of HL
adhesive, and reaches the maximum value of 2.46 g h�1 cm�2

when the ratio is 1 : 1. This is because the increase of HL
adhesive will facilitate the droplet transportation on the cone
surface, which is referred to the aforementioned step (ii). The
facilitation is due to the fact that the more hydrophilic of a cone
surface, the larger contact area between the droplet and the
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
surface (see Fig. 2, 5d and S5†),4 leading to larger Laplace force
according to the following equation:45

DP ¼ �
ðr2
r1

2g

ðrþ R0Þ2
sin bdz;

where g is the surface tension of water, r1 and r2 are the local
radii of the cone at the two opposite sides of the droplet (see
Fig. 5b), R0 is the radius of the droplet and dz is along the
direction connecting the origins of the local circles with their
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 14769–14776 | 14773



Fig. 6 (a) Fog collection efficiency of the samples with different cones
distances. (b) Photographs of the cone arrays with different cones
distances during water collection within 2 min. The mass ratio of HB–
HL adhesives was 1 : 1 for this experiment. The sizable droplet and
detached droplet are enclosed by red solid and dotted circle,
respectively.
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radiuses r1 and r2 as shown in Fig. 5b. The larger Laplace force
accelerates the droplet transportation on the cone, leading to
higher WCR as we have seen in the Fig. 5a. However, it is also
seen that further increasing the ratio of hydrophilic adhesive,
the WCR tends to decrease. This can be understood as follows.
Employing excess hydrophilic adhesive, droplets tend to spread
out and form a thin water-lm on the surface, leading to high
viscous force on the substrate, which weakening the ability of
water transportation in the step (iii).46 The formation of the
water-lm in the surface with excess hydrophilic adhesive is
indeed found in our experiment, which can be seen in the
sample with the ratio 1 : 9 at the time of 20 s shown in Fig. 5d.
Therefore, the increase of hydrophilic adhesive facilitates the
droplet transportation from the cone surface to the substrate
[step (ii)], but excess hydrophilic adhesive increases viscous
force, which is against droplet transportation on the substrate
[step (iii)]. In our experiment, the WCR is optimal when the
mass ratio of HB–HL adhesives is 1 : 1 (also see Fig. S7†). A
reasonable mass ratio of HB–HL adhesives should be deter-
mined for the design of similar water-collecting materials to
obtain high WCR.

It should be noted that the mixing of HB–HL adhesives has
at least the two functionals: (1) adjusting the overall surface
wettability to moderate wettability47 for water collection; (2)
taking advantage of fog capture ability of the HL region and
water transportation ability of the HB region, which enhance
the fog-capture and droplet transportation capacity on the
substrate. Therefore, though the overall surface wettability for
a droplet on the HB–HL structures can only be HL or HB, this
structure can have higher water collecting rate than the ones
with similar wettability but without mixing adhesives as we
shown in Fig. S9.†

3.2.2 The inuence of cone distance onWCR. Signicantly,
we found that the cone distance can strongly affect the WCR.
The substrates with different cone spacing (1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3
mm) were fabricated using 3D printing technology. The mass
ratio of HB–HL adhesives is kept at 1 : 1. The WCRs for the
above samples are displayed in Fig. 6a. It is seen that when cone
distance rises from 1 to 2 mm, the WCR is nearly doubled by
increasing from 1.28 g h�1 cm�2 to the maximum value of 2.46 g
h�1 cm�2. Further increasing cone distance will decrease WCR.
The above observation indicates that cone distance has a strong
impact on WCR of the sample. To understand how the cone
distance affects the WCR of the sample, we take photos (Fig. 6b
and S6†) of the water-collecting process of different samples for
comparison. Fig. 6b displays the photos of the samples with
cone distances of 1, 2 and 3 mm, which will be referred to over-
dense, medium-dense and over-sparse samples, respectively.
We can see that a sizable droplet (enclosed by a red circle)
appears at the bottom of the over-sparse sample at the 90 s. In
contrast, there is no obvious droplet accumulation in the
bottom of other two samples at the same time, indicating the
highest transportation efficiency of the over-sparse sample. This
is because the viscous force of the cone hinders droplet trans-
portation on the substrate. Namely, the sparser the cone array,
the smaller resistance force the droplets are subjected to,
leading to higher transportation efficiency on the substrate in
14774 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 14769–14776
the step (iii). However, the highest transportation efficiency
does not mean the highest WCR, since reducing cone density
also reduces the areas of water capture, leading to sparse
droplet on the sample. This is consistent with that though the
droplet transportation in over-sparse sample is fast, the number
of captured droplets in the step (i) is small, which is against
high WCR. Furthermore, some sizable droplets (red circle) can
be seen in each case of the over- and medium-dense samples at
the 90 s (see Fig. 6b). At the time of 120 s, a droplet in the
medium-dense sample has already broken away from sample
and dripped down to the container. By contrast, droplets of the
over-dense sample are still hanging on the sample at the same
time. The different behaviours of droplet transportation in the
over- and medium-dense samples can be understood similarly.
The denser of the cones, the larger viscous force the droplets are
subjected to, which reduces the transportation efficiency of the
droplets in the step (iii). Therefore, over-sparse and over-dense
cone arrays are not benecial to efficient water collection. It is of
particularly signicance to choose the eligible cone distance,
which makes a balance between the transportation efficiency in
the step (iii) and the number of captured droplets in the step (i),
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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to achieve high WCR. In our work, the sample with cone
distance of 2 mm is the eligible one.

3.2.3 The inuence of holes on substrate on WCR. Apart
from the mass ratio of HB–HL adhesives and cone distance, we
nd that the presence of holes on the substrate can promote
WCR. By comparing the WCR of the samples with/without the
3D-printed holes on the substrate shown in Fig. 5a and 6a, it is
interesting to see that the samples with holes generally exhibit
higher WCR. For example, under the equivalent conditions that
the cone distance is 2mm and themass ratio is 1 : 1, theWCR is
2.46 and 2.68 g h�1 cm�2 for the sample without and with holes,
respectively. This is somewhat confusing, since the sample
without hole possesses additional water-capture region on the
substrate and are supposed to enjoy higher WCR intuitively. To
clarify the above confusing, we additionally prepare two kinds
of the samples with and without holes printed by 3D printing
technology, both of which are without cone arrays and coated by
HB–HL adhesives with the ratio 1 : 1. As shown in Fig. 7a and b,
we took photos and recorded the time of the moments that the
rst ve droplets started to detach from the substrates for the
above two samples, respectively. It is found that the time for the
samples with and without holes take to drip the ve droplets are
133.0 and 171.6 s, and the averaged mass per droplet are 0.041
and 0.048 g, leading to the WCR of 0.845 and 0.763 g h�1 cm�2,
respectively (see Tables S2 and S3†). And the sample with holes
possesses higher WCR due to higher transportation efficiency
on the substrate. We note that reducing water-capture regions
on the substrate slightly decreases the mass of the dripping
droplet in the sample with holes (0.041 g per droplet), however,
it signicantly facilitates the droplet transportation on the
substrate, leading to the higher WCR, which can be understood
as follow. As shown in Fig. 7c, each droplet is driven by gravi-
tational force (G) and resisted by viscous force (fv) arising from
the substrate, which reads: fv ¼ hS(dv/dy), where h is the coef-
cient of viscosity of water, dv/dy is the velocity gradient of
water, and S is the contact area between droplet and substrate.48

In the case of sample with holes, the contact area between the
droplet and the substrate is smaller than that of the sample
without holes, resulting in the decline of fv and speedup of
Fig. 7 Photographs of the moments of the first five droplets started to
drip from the substrates with (a) and without holes (b). The corre-
sponding time of the moments are shown below each image. (c)
Schematic diagram of droplet force analysis on sample during the
transportation, where G represents force of gravity, and fv represents
viscous force (see main text).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
droplet transportation on the substrate. Therefore, the sample
with constructed parameters of mass ratio adhesives 1 : 1, cone
distance 2 mm and printed holes was chosen in consideration
of the optimized water-collection performance. The corre-
sponding WCR (2.68 g h�1 cm�2) ranks relatively highly in
comparison to the reported results, especially compared with
the previous reports based on a single cactus-biomimetic
surface or beetle-biomimetic surface12,13,15,21,28,29,31,38,49–54 (see
Fig. S8† for details). The similar conclusion can be drawn from
our experiment (Fig. 5a), where the sample without coating
exhibit lower WCR than those with coatings.
4. Conclusion

In summary, we have utilized UV-induced controllable diffusion
and 3D printing method to fabricate the biomimetic materials
combining beetle-like superhydrophobic–superhydrophilic
character and cactus-like cone arrays, which provides good
performance in water collection. The UV-induced controllable
diffusion method provides a new thought of regulating hybrid
wettability, which has a promising application for improving
water collection efficiency. Furthermore, 3D printing tech-
nology is bound to have a wide range of applications on water
collection in the future, especially the research involving
geometric structure optimization. Therefore, we believe that our
study provides the idea for the large-scale application of the
bionic fog collector as well as the design of similar biomimetic
materials.
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